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WAR MASTER, LORD GENE: WHITE JADE SPIRIT BODY

Hearing Amy's words, Lu Yuan came back to his senses.

He turned his head to look at Amy, and saw Amy looking at him in shock.

He smiled and said:

"I don't know, it just feels like there is something here."

"feel?"

Amy blinked: "Lei Feng, you are really strange, you still have this feeling."

Lu Yuan smiled: "Maybe it's my talent."

Amy squinted Lu Yuan contemptuously:

"Huh~ So narcissistic!"

Lu Yuan looked innocent.

He has an Evolution Cube, he can evolve genes, and this Evolution Cube
can also detect the core fragments of Al. Isn't that an extraordinary talent?

But, of course Lu Yuan wouldn't talk to Amy about this.

Amy said with a look of expectation:

"Then you quickly feel if there are any other El core fragments. If you find
another one, we can both break through."

Lu Yuan glanced at the evolutionary cube that had calmed down and
continued to surround the genetic chain selection, and shook his head
slightly:
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"Nothing else."

Amy looked disappointed, and then spoke:

"You take this El core fragment and use it first, and see if you can find
another one. If you can't find it here, we have to go to another floating
city."

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yes."

The two left the alley and returned to Lin Xixi's side.

When Lin Xixi saw Lu Yuan and Amy come back, she asked with some
doubts:

"Miss, where have you been?"

Amy smiled: "We went shopping around. By the way, we also picked up a
piece of Al core fragment."

"Really? Miss, your luck is so good."

Hearing Amy's words, Lin Xixi was taken aback and smiled with surprise.

"Huh huh~ of course."

Amy smiled triumphantly.

Lu Yuan rolled his eyes: "Okay, have you finished packing? Let's
continue."

"Yes!"

…………



It took more than seven hours, and Lu Yuan and his team cleared the rest

of the Western District and the Southern District.

There are a lot of optimized spiritual power gene liquid and enhanced
spiritual power gene liquid, as well as various genetic weapons and
extraordinary genes, and another piece of Aier core fragment was found
when cleaning the southern area.

In this case, Amy and Lu Yuan can both break through to the second order.

After clearing all the four areas, a group of people went to the location
where the three-kilometer tall building was located.

The core area is not big, they soon came to the location of the
3,000-meter- high building.

Around the 3,000-meter-high building, there is a circular square with a
width of 100 meters.

There are no mechanical guards on the circular square.

Lu Yuan and his party circled around and found the gate.

When they saw the six huge figures over five meters high standing outside
the gate, both Lu Yuan and Amy stared, a little shocked.

"Six bosses?!"

Amy couldn't help but exclaimed.

Lu Yuan's mouth twitched:

"How can this be played?"



If there are three or even four bosses, Lu Yuan and Amy have now
replaced their boss-level armor and weapons, and they can barely deal with
them.

But six is   a bit too much.

Among the people Lu Yuan knew, I am afraid that only Ye Ye could kill

six mechanical bosses alone.

Of course, if it wasn't for the fact that the opponent was a mechanical life,
Amy's Emerald Scythe was too poisonous to take effect, she should
hopefully be able to deal with it.

But from Lu Yuan's point of view, Amy's strength is still somewhat
different compared to Ye Ye.

Lu Yuan guessed that Amy's Tianluo Wisteria should be a lord-level
transcendent gene, and Yeye's inheritance gene may exceed the lord-level
gene.

Looking at the six mechanical leaders, Lu Yuan thought for a while and
said:

"Be safe, let's break through first, and after the breakthrough, the six
first-tier leaders are not too threatening to us."

Amy nodded when she heard the words, the corners of her mouth raised,
showing a smug smile:

"Our luck is so lucky that we only found two El core fragments on a
floating city. Otherwise, we might not be able to enter this central
high-rise building."

Lu Yuan glanced at Amy sideways.



It is obviously the core fragment of El that he found, why is this girl so
proud?

"By the way, Lei Feng, are your second-order transcendent genes ready?"

Amy thought of something and looked at Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "It's ready."

His preparation, of course, was not really prepared for extraordinary genes.

Instead, just evolve directly at that time.

Amy nodded: "That's good. Then let's find a room to retreat."

Lu Yuan looked around and pointed to a 500-meter-high building next to
him:

"Just here, anyway, the core area has now been cleaned up by us. There is
no danger."

Lin Xixi on the side of said, "We will be guarding outside, otherwise others
will disturb Miss and Mr. Lei."

Lu Yuan nodded: "Trouble you."

After , Lu Yuan and Amy entered the 500-meter-high building.

The two found a room each, and began to prepare for a breakthrough.

After receiving the Gene Evolution Liquid, Lu Yuan wanted to make a
breakthrough very easily.

But before that, Lu Yuan took out the core fragments of El with intricate
patterns.



He has to absorb this first.

Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, and Al's core fragments seemed to be
genetically armed, turning into phantoms, blending into Lu Yuan's body,
and drifting towards the gene chain.

Only by blessing the core fragments of El can he advance in ElMechanical
Ruins.

However, something unexpected happened to Lu Yuan.

When the core fragment of Aier approached the gene chain of the land
margin, it suddenly turned into a stream of light and entered the evolution

cube.

In the end, the core fragment of El was swallowed by the Evolution Cube,
and there was no trace at all.

Lu Yuan: "???"

What the ** is it? !

He looked at the Evolution Cube, which was still blue, and he was a bit
silly.

Wow, this is too much! ?

Even if this thing swallows spiritual power, even the core fragments of El
have been swallowed? !

After the core fragment of Al is swallowed, can he still advance? !

Just when Lu Yuan was a little panicked, the Evolution Cube suddenly
flashed with strange blue rays of light.



The next moment, Lu Yuan suddenly opened his eyes, with a hint of shock
in his eyes.

I don't know what's going on, he found that he and Al Mechanical Ruins
seem to have some kind of connection.

This is an inexplicable connection.

That kind of feeling, as if Lu Yuan was originally an outsider, but now, he
seems to be accepted by this world.

Lu Yuan was stunned.

The core fragment of El was swallowed, but this feature is still retained?

He breathed a sigh of relief.

But soon, Lu Yuan's heart came up again.

and many more……

Earlier, Amy said that El core fragments would be left behind when
leaving El Mechanical Ruins.

Now that El's core fragment is swallowed, what should I do when he
leaves the ruins?

Lu Yuan is full of question marks.

Lu Yuan was suddenly a little worried about whether the Evolution Cube
would be left.

But Lu Yuan felt that since the Evolution Cube can evolve even
extraordinary genes, it should essentially be much higher than the Ayre
Mechanical Relic.



It makes no sense to be left behind.

After thinking for a long time, Lu Yuan felt that it was useless to worry.

He couldn't let the Evolution Cube spit out the core fragments of El that he
had swallowed, so he had no choice but to ignore it.

I'll talk about it then.

Although there was something wrong with the process of absorbing El's
core fragments, in general, Lu Yuan's goal was achieved.

He can start to advance.

Lu Yuan took out a bottle of genetic evolution fluid that flashed with deep
blue light, and drank it directly.

Suddenly, an extremely powerful special spiritual force emerged in Lu
Yuan's body.

This powerful spiritual power turned into a turbulent tide and began to hit
the gene lock above the second segment of the gene chain on the landing
edge.

Click, click...

Under the constant impact of the powerful force, the black genetic chain
began to shatter one by one.

With the fragmentation of the gene chain, the white mist above the second
gene chain gradually dissipated, revealing a new gene chain.

This genetic evolution fluid can break ten genetic chains. Lu Yuan only has
eight genetic chains. Soon, the chains were completely broken.

Lu Yuan broke through to the second order.



After breaking the gene chain, the remaining spiritual power of the gene
evolution fluid slowly merged into the new gene chain, tempering the gene
chain that has not yet been burned.

It didn't take long for the spiritual power to be exhausted, and the gene
chain that hadn't burned the gene was refined.

Lu Yuan didn't care about this, anyway, after the genes were burned, the
original gene chain would change to a certain extent, and it would still
need to be refined at that time.

After broke through to the second level, Lu Yuan felt that he had the
original change again, and his life was sublimated again.

His own gene chain has become more stable and powerful, and he can burn
even stronger transcendent genes.

He has also improved in all aspects.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath, and began to take out a bottle of Spirit Power
Gene Liquid, and began to charge the Evolution Cube.

Before, Lu Yuan only wiped out twelve hundred-meter-high buildings.
Four 500-meter-high buildings and one thousand-meter-high buildings
obtained spiritual power gene fluid equivalent to 23.5 million first-order
spiritual crystals.

After sweeping the core area of   Floating City, Luyuan naturally
gained more.

The various spiritual power gene fluids he has now, in terms of conversion,
even reached more than 120 million first-order spiritual crystals.



Even if it is calculated with the second-order spirit crystal, there are more
than 12 million second-order spirit crystals!

Not to mention the second-order combatants, even the third-order
combatants, there are very few who are as wealthy as Lu Yuan.

Of course, the geniuses of those big families are not counted.

Charging the Evolution Cube is different from tempering the gene chain.

Refining the gene chain also needs to consider the endurance of the gene
chain, and cannot always absorb spiritual power.

But charging is for Evolution Cube after all, so there is no need to rest.

Lu Yuan drank the spiritual power gene liquid bottle by bottle, and fed all
the spiritual power gene liquid, optimized spiritual power gene liquid, and
even a large part of the enhanced spiritual power gene liquid to the
Evolution Cube.

Now there are only 2,000 bottles of the enhanced spiritual power gene

liquid he left behind, which is 20 million first-order spiritual crystals.

After he fed more than 100 million first-order spirit crystals to the
Evolution Cube, the entire Evolution Cube was shining with a dazzling
blue light at this moment.

After making preparations, Lu Yuan began to evolve genes.

The first evolution of nature is the ‘Red Copper Light’.

At the beginning, Lu Yuan spent more than 500,000 first-order spirit
crystals to evolve the boss-level ‘Rejuvenation’ gene to the boss’s ‘Seed of
Nature’ gene.



However, the number of spiritual crystals consumed by the evolution of
the "Red Copper Light" is close to one million first-order spiritual crystals,
which is nearly double the number at the time.

Lu Yuan discovered that the number of spirit crystals needed to evolve
different genes is still very different.

After all, the complexity of the gene itself is not the same as its strength.

The evolution this time didn't hurt too much.

After all, Lu Yuan's physical strength is no longer weak, and it is
acceptable to evolve from the boss level to the boss level.

Boss-level combat skills: Hei Yao's light

Compared with the light of red copper, it is natural and powerful. It has
been improved three or four times in all aspects. This is because after
evolution, some of the gene chains have not been fully refined.

However, this is not Lu Yuan's current limit.

He intends to continue to evolve.

Boss-level genes can be upgraded to lord-level by upgrading their quality.

With his current physical strength and gene chain strength, he should be
able to withstand Lord-level genes.

At the lord level, this quality is already considered very advanced.

A general genetic warrior can burn ordinary genes at the trainee level. At
the first-tier warrior level, there is a greater hope to burn elite genes, while
at the second-tier warrior level, there is hope to burn the boss gene, and the
third-tier warlord level burns the leader gene.



If you want to burn the Lord-level gene, you can only hope for the fourth-
order warlord.

This is just hope.

After all, the general genetic warrior works step by step. The first gene is
the ordinary level, the second gene is the elite level, the third gene is the
boss level, and the fourth gene is the boss level. Then after he breaks
through, he wants to burn the lord gene. It is necessary to face the lord-
level original will of the same level as him when the fourth-order warlord.

Just relying on the previous genes, it is still very difficult to defeat the
Lord's original will, even with the various genetic weapons blessed, and
the physical skills to cultivate.

Even, according to this step-by-step recording method, the later, even if
you want to burn the extraordinary genes of the same level as yourself, it
will be difficult to do it.

After all, the higher the level, the greater the gap in strength.

Every time you burn genes of the same level is a fatal adventure.

In contrast, being able to burn Lord-level genes under War Venerable is

already a very powerful genius.

After the evolution of Lu Yuan, it is equivalent to burning the lord gene at
the second-tier battle division level.

Generally, only geniuses who have inherited the extraordinary genes of
their ancestors can have this level.

Even some inherited the genes of their ancestors, they may not be able to
do this step.



What if the first gene inherited is not strong enough?

The vast spiritual power has once again poured into the gene
chain~www.mtlnovel.com~ The gene that has just evolved into the

leader-level Obsidian Light has begun to change drastically again.

is different from the slight pain that was a little sore and tingling just now.

This time, it was a deep pain.

Even if his physical strength and genetic chain are very strong, his own
cultivation base is only at the second-tier combat division level.

The lord gene itself is an extraordinary gene burned by the Zhan Zun class,
which has spanned two major stages.

One can imagine how much pressure the gene chain and the body are
under.

This is also because Lu Yuan is an evolutionary gene, not as violent as
burning genes, there is a gradual process.

If he used his current cultivation base to directly burn the lord gene, then
he might have to explode directly.

The vast and quiet blue brilliance continues to merge into the gene chain
from the evolution cube, and evolution has begun.

The spiritual power in the Evolution Cube is quickly consumed.

The spiritual power needed to evolve from the boss level to the lord level
has more than ten times that of evolving from the boss level to the boss
level.

The previous evolution consumes about one million first-order spiritual
crystals. This time, it consumes about 30 million first-order spiritual



crystals.When converted into second-order spiritual crystals, it is almost 3
million.

Even if converted into a third-order spirit crystal, there are almost
300,000.

A lot of spiritual energy was consumed, and Lu Yuan finally completed the
evolution in the pain.

Lord-level combat skills: White jade spirit body.
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